Today, there’s no shortage of home flooring materials, styles and colors
available in the marketplace. But helping homeowners select the right option
is growing increasingly complex as innovative technologies continue to bring
new products to market, and improve the durability and “eco-friendliness” of
tried-and-true flooring materials.
Current trends toward both traditional
flooring and unique, fresh products enable
dealers to show off a plethora of options—and
at the same time, embellish showrooms with
colors, textures and patterns certain to encourage shoppers.

Back to Basics
It’s no secret that the tough economy continues
to affect the home remodeling market. Even
clients in good financial straits are making conservative decisions and looking to save money
where they can.
Popular for years, the trend toward exotic
hardwood floors is leveling off, says Anita
Howard, communications director of the
National Wood Flooring Association (NWFA).
“The trend now is to go with basics and back to
domestic species,” she says. “Oak is the No. 1
seller in the U.S.”
Domestic species are not only less expensive,
they’re also less likely to violate the Lacey Act,
which requires all woods entering the United
States to be legally harvested (see “Protecting
Our Resources,” pg. 32).
Many homeowners today opt for customization, where exotic woods—offering rich colors
and grains—are used economically and more
sparingly as borders or as part of a simple pattern. For example, wenge, a nearly black species,
is often used as a border to complement oak,
Howard says. Other popular decorative species
used in this way include Brazilian cherry and
purpleheart, a flowering plant/tree prized for
its hardwood.
Hardwood in kitchens, and ceramic and
porcelain tiles in bathrooms, remain top choices
because of their almost permanent lifespan and
seemingly limitless range of sizes, shapes and colors—making them perfect for the cost-conscious.
According to the 2010 Kitchen & Bath Style Report,
a survey of National Kitchen & Bath Association
(NKBA) members, seven out of eight designers
polled incorporate hardwood in kitchen flooring;
ceramic and porcelain tiles are specified in bathrooms more than 90 percent of the time.

Howard adds that engineered wood products
are also making inroads due to their ease of
installation, though certain products can be more
expensive than some hardwoods.

Down Home
Many homeowners are opting for a more rustic,
cottage-like, lived-in look, as a result of a shift
toward simplicity and a reservation of appearing
overly garish in this economy, Howard says.
With wood flooring, plank widths of 3 to 12
inches are in style, she says. And with tiles, bigger is now better, too. These trends are reminiscent of yesteryear when resources were more
plentiful, and larger wood planks and stones
were common in the home.
NKBA’s 2010 Kitchen & Bath Style Report
shows a movement toward earthy browns and
whites. Colors inspired by nature are admired in
all flooring types.
One of the fastest-growing trends in
flooring, particularly for kitchens, is concrete. Typically seen as an exterior material
or relinquished to the basement, concrete is
cost-effective and easy to maintain, and can be
designed in myriad ways. Using warm, solid
hues or a grained texture stamp, concrete is
ideal for the rustic look. On the converse, it can
also be stained and polished to create a more
high-end appearance.
Hand-scraped hardwood flooring is another
option for providing the lived-in look, says
Nicholas Freadreacea, chairman of the board
at the World Floor Covering Association. “It’s
perfect for the active family to hide the wear and

TOP: Kitchen floor in Armstrong Hardwood
Premier Performance 5.25-inch maple
MIDDLE: Natural slate in large-format,
glazed porcelain stoneware by Ragno, created
with the Marazzi 3D printing technique
BOTTOM: Solid Brazilian cherry floor with
custom accent blocks featuring wenge,
maple and red oak by Majestic Wood Floors
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